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Abstract
Repression in residential youth care institutions can manifest itself openly in coercive measures or may be concealed in staff behavior that is endemic to residential youth care, such as soft power and strict behavioral control (i.e., structure), which threatens rehabilitative goals and might even violate children's rights. To increase awareness of particularly the more hidden aspects of repression, this qualitative study follows the framework method to examine processes that cause adolescents to experience repression. Semistructured interviews were conducted with an ethnic diverse sample of 32 adolescents from open, secure, and forensic (i.e., youth prisons) residential youth care institutions in the Netherlands. Results indicated that adolescents tend to accept structure, rules, coercion, and punishments, and that they expect staff to use their power to create order and safety.
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However, results also showed that restrictive measures may be approved by adolescents to cope with repression, taking the form of rationalization. Staff behavior perceived as unfair or excessive by the adolescents was conceived of as repressive. Respect for autonomy and providing treatment that is experienced as meaningful by the adolescents seem to decrease experienced repression.
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**Introduction**

When children and adolescents (“youth”) with severe behavioral or psychiatric problems cannot live at home or in foster care, or are sentenced to imprisonment as punishment for criminal offences, they are placed in a residential youth care institution, which can be open (OYC), secure (SYC), or forensic (FYC; Leloux-Opmeer, Kuiper, Swaab, & Scholte, 2016; Ter Beek, van der Rijken, Kuiper, Hendriks, & Stams, 2016). The primary goal of these institutions is to prepare youth to return to society, and they should offer an environment wherein youth can attain adolescent developmental tasks, such as gaining autonomy, developing relationships with their peers, and starting to prepare for their future profession (Havighurst, 1948; Roisman, Masten, Douglas Coatsworth, & Tellegen, 2004). From the perspective of self-determination theory (SDT), psychiatric nurses or social workers should therefore be responsive to the juveniles’ needs for competence (i.e., perceptions of ability), relatedness (i.e., feeling socially accepted, included, and supported), and autonomy (i.e., exercising responsibility, choice, and decision-making) to facilitate constructive social development and personal well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2017). SDT states that excessive control, absence of challenges, and lack of connectedness result not only in loss of initiative and little responsibility but also in distress and psychopathology. Repression is a phenomenon in residential institutions that threatens the basic needs of competence, relatedness, and autonomy (de Valk, Kuiper, van der Helm, Maas, & Stams, 2016).

A recent scoping review defines “repression” as authorities intentionally acting in a way that harms the youth, or unlawfully or arbitrarily depriving the youth of liberty or autonomy (de Valk et al., 2016). They assert that repression is often hidden in aspects that are endemic to residential care, such as power, structure, and coercion. For example, staff’s acting may—consciously or unconsciously—worsen the youth’s problems or violate children’s rights.
Arbitrary use of power, structure, and coercion may result in youth viewing staff’s behavior as unpredictable, unfair, and unsafe, which may cause reactance, demotivation, or even aggression (de Valk et al., 2016), and diminished chances of rehabilitation (Lipsey, 2009; Parhar, Wormith, Derkzen, & Beauregard, 2008) in youth.

**Theoretical Framework**

In residential institutions, the youth’s freedom and autonomy become limited inevitably, because they are subjected to the power of the institution (Goffman, 1961). In these so-called “total institutions,” living, education, and leisure are inseparable, while individuality and privacy are restricted. Foucault (1977) addressed the restriction of freedom in modern residential institutions by using the “Panopticon” as a metaphor. In the Panopticon, a circular prison, guards have total control because they can see everything from the central observation post. Furthermore, the relationship between staff and youth is grossly unequal in terms of social power (Chow & Priebe, 2013; Crewe, 2009; Paterson & Duxbury, 2007). Because of this inequality, staff can force compliance with authority by using the threat of sanctions, a practice that is referred to as “coercion” (Geller, Fisher, Grudzinskas, Clayfield, & Lawlor, 2006). More specifically, staff may use coercive measures in cases of crisis, such as solitary confinement or fixation. This may be used when youth are threatening, aggressive, or self-harming, and where verbal interventions are, according to staff, insufficient to control the situation (Gelkopf et al., 2009; Wynn, Kvalvik, & Hynnekleiv, 2011). Furthermore, staff members are able to dictate and impose restrictions on the movements and activities of the youth (Laing, 1974), and as a consequence, youth lose their autonomy and independence (du Plessis, 2013).

It has been argued that although policies in prison seem to encourage prisoners to be self-determined, these policies leave them with a pseudo-autonomous space in which they are trained to exercise their autonomy in predetermined ways—the so-called “soft power” (Crewe, 2009). According to Crewe (2009), soft power comprises those aspects of treatment and regulation that are accomplished directly through staff-prisoner relationships and indirectly through the policies that officers assist or put into effect. Soft power makes unnecessary or precedes the use of direct command or coercion—what might be referred to as “hard power.” Soft power seems related to controlled independence (and more problem behavior), which was differentiated from self-endorsed independence (related to intrinsic motivation and better adjustment; Van Petegem, Beyers, Vansteenkiste, & Soenens, 2012). A lack of self-endorsed independence has recently been confirmed by a study, which showed
that participation in treatment programs was not experienced as meaningful by juveniles in forensic residential youth care (Ten Brummelaar et al., 2014), and, as such, the need for competence (Ryan & Deci, 2017) was unmet.

From a social-psychological perspective, repressive acting by staff may arise from negative transactional processes between youth and staff due to fear, dehumanization, lack of empathy, and rationalization. Fear can be caused by the continuous threat of aggressive behavior of the youth (Jacob, Holmes, & Buus, 2008). Consequently, staff may deploy controlling measures to ensure safety (Jacob et al., 2008; Saloviita, 2002). Countertransference, evoked by exposure to youth’s aggression and violence, may diminish staff members’ empathy toward youth (Stone, 2001).

It has been shown that a lack of empathy is related to repressive staff behavior, such as harsh punishments (Keysers, 2011). On the other hand, the presence of empathy has been associated with successful therapeutic relationships, more altruistic behavior, less aggression, and the development of moral principles (Eisenberg & Sheffield Morris, 2001; Mercer & Reynolds, 2002). Empathy is often proposed as a requirement for overcoming dehumanization (Halpern & Weinstein, 2004; Haslam, 2006), because active engagement with another person’s inner thoughts and feelings requires recognizing that person’s humanity. Dehumanization of youth involves stripping experience (the capacity to feel pleasure and pain) or agency (the capacity to plan, intend, and exercise choice) from them (Haque & Waytz, 2012; Haslam, 2006), allowing staff to experience less moral concern about their actions toward youth and justify acts that would otherwise be considered harmful (Bandura, 2002; Haque & Waytz, 2012; Paterson, 2011). Humanization, because it is linked to empathy, has the power to counteract repressive behavior (Bandura, 2002). Professionals who are physically and emotionally close to youths are more likely to understand them as unique persons needing individual care (Larsen & Terkelsen, 2013) and to meet the youth’s need for relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2017).

A milder form of dehumanization is rationalization, which is a cognitive defense mechanism that helps individuals to distance themselves and their group from the reprehensible moral stance implied by their actions (Ashforth & Anand, 2003). This justification process not only offers an excuse for staff’s repressive acting but also encourages staff to forget these actions, or to reframe them as something necessary and perhaps even desirable or serving moral purposes (Ashforth & Anand, 2003; Bandura, 1999; Larsen & Terkelsen, 2013; Saloviita, 2002).

From an organizational perspective, some institutions have more repressive policies than others, because they take different approaches to institutionalized youth. Some have a more correctional approach, while others are orientated toward treatment and rehabilitation. Although institutions with a
rehabilitative goal are expected to be less repressive than institutions with a correctional approach (MacKenzie, 1997), rigid behavioral programming and point systems are often used in all types of residential institutions (Holmes & Murray, 2011; Lipsey, 2009). These programs were originally developed to stimulate “normal behavior,” but often offer little room for personalized treatment and autonomy (Holmes & Murray, 2011; Miller, Hunt, & Georges, 2006). Therefore, they mainly enhance controlled independence (Van Petegem et al., 2012). Depending on the interaction between the organizational and social-psychological processes, repression may become institutionalized (Ibsen, 2013). This means that repressive practices are enacted as a matter of routine, often without conscious thought or reflection (Ashforth & Anand, 2003). As such, repression becomes embedded in the organizational culture, which makes it difficult to counter.

**The Current Study**

Because repression threatens motivation for treatment, constructive social development, personal well-being, and, as a consequence, the rehabilitative goal of residential institutions, it is important to recognize it to be able to prevent repression. As youth are the ones experiencing repression, they are the most important source of information on repression. Therefore, it is examined what processes cause youth in OYC, SYC, and FYC institutions to experience repression by means of a qualitative study following the framework method.

**Data and Method**

**Data Collection**

The current study is based on semistructured interviews with adolescents from 19 residential youth care institutions (2 OYC, 10 SYC, and 7 FYC) in the Netherlands (N = 384). These institutions offer treatment to boys and girls of 12 to 21 years old. The interviews were part of a research project *What works in residential youth care?* financed by Dutch SIA-RAAK funding—stimulating practice-based research—, belonging to the NWO (Dutch Organization for Scientific Research [Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek]). The primary research focused on living group climate in general, with repression as one of many topics that were investigated. Adolescents were selected by means of convenience sampling. Students of the Leiden University of Applied Sciences and the University of Amsterdam conducted the interviews between 2009 and 2014, after receiving
interview training and having signed a nondisclosure agreement. Adolescents who wished to participate signed an informed consent form. A topic list about living group climate was used to guide the interviews. Specific questions that were asked to elicit youth perceptions of repression were, for example, “What do you think of the rules in the institution?” “Do you think your stay is useful? Why?” and “What do you think are good/bad characteristics of staff?” As a token of gratitude for their participation, the adolescents received a small reward (a magazine or shower gel). The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed (verbatim) for coding purposes. Afterward, the audio recordings were deleted to guarantee anonymity.

**Data Selection**

To ensure that the original data would meet the aims of the current study, several steps were followed. First, the interviews that had not been transcribed verbatim were deleted ($n = 15$). Second, from all 19 residential institutions (stratified purposeful sampling; Patton, 1990), interviews were randomly selected one by one (random purposeful sampling; Miles & Huberman, 1994). It was judged whether the transcript included relevant information and whether this information was of sufficient depth and richness (Moerman, 2010; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). More specifically, an interview was included when a respondent revealed personal events or feelings (depth) about themes that were linked to repression (relevance) and elaborated on these (richness). Unless the answers arose from a clear probing mistake made by the interviewer (such as suggesting answers or making two or more requests in one return; Moerman, 2010), the interview was selected for further analysis. After 30 interviews had been reviewed, no new theoretical aspects emerged from further coding and comparison (saturation; Mason, 2010). This selection process was extended with two more interviews to ensure that no new themes would emerge.

Nine participants were female (one in OYC, six in SYC, and two in FYC) and 23 participants were male (three in OYC, nine in SYC, and eleven in FYC), aged between 13 and 20 years. Sixty-nine percent of this group were born in the Netherlands. A total of 47% and 28% of the adolescents’ mothers and fathers, respectively, were Dutch. These numbers on gender, age, and ethnicity are comparable with Dutch averages (Dienst Justitiële Inrichtingen, 2016; Ministerie van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport, 2016; Vermaes & Nijhof, 2014).

**Analysis**

The transcribed interviews were analyzed using frame analysis (Goffman, 1974), analyzing key themes across cases as well as within individual cases
(Gale, Heath, Cameron, Rashid, & Redwood, 2013). Therefore, it was possible to account for differences that might exist between gender, ethnic backgrounds, and type of institution. A combined approach of deductive and inductive analysis was used: codes were preselected based on the theoretical framework, and open coding was used on a few \((n = 3)\) transcripts to ensure that important aspects of the data were not missed and to refine the existing codes. Two researchers did this independently and then agreed on a set of codes to apply to all subsequent transcripts. All codes were provided with a brief description of their meaning and examples of what ideas or elements might be summarized under that code. One researcher then applied this analytical framework by indexing subsequent transcripts. During this phase, themes arose that were related to repression but were not yet included in the framework. To include these themes, new codes were created and applied to all previous and subsequent transcripts.

Overarching themes were extracted from the data by reviewing the quotations, which were ordered by gender, ethnic backgrounds, and type of institution, and by making connections within and between participants and categories. This process was influenced by the original research objectives and by new concepts generated inductively from the data. Ultimately, the 19 codes could be grouped together in five processes that cause youth to experience repression (see Figure 1 for a tree diagram). Throughout the analysis, a research diary was kept to record reflexive notes, impressions of the data, and thoughts about interpretation, which were regularly discussed with team members. Atlas.ti was used to support the organization and categorization of data.

**Figure 1.** Tree diagram of themes and labels.
Results

Power and autonomy were two main themes in the theoretical framework, and these themes were found to be two of the five processes that caused youth to experience repression. Therefore, these findings are presented first. The third theme is closely related to autonomy, because it encompasses how adolescents may experience repression due to a perceived lack of meaning during their stay in the institution. The fourth theme explains how interaction between staff and adolescents influences experiences of repression. The final theme shows how rationalization by both staff and adolescent may affect the perception of repression.

They Abuse Their Power

Staff can use their power to make and apply rules, to provide structure, to impose sanctions, and to use coercive measures if considered necessary. In general, the adolescents who were interviewed accepted the exercise of power if they viewed it as necessary and fair. For example, many adolescents mentioned that they benefited from the rules or that it would be chaotic if there were no structure, as the following quotations illustrate:

In any case, I reckon this structure is necessary; otherwise, it becomes a madhouse and the isolation cells would be full every day. (P20)

Rules ensure that the adolescents systematically get a daily schedule again. (P18)

However, the way staff members enforced the rules could be repressive. For example, adolescents described how rules suddenly changed or how staff members sometimes made up rules themselves. Adolescents also gave examples of staff members who forbid youth to do something but failed to follow the rule themselves, as in the following example:

In the group, there were no telephones or mobiles and one of the group leaders was always on his phone in the group. (P30)

Some adolescents thought that staff members were too strict in enforcing the rules and that they were never willing to make exceptions for specific individuals. Adolescents shared their ideas about how staff should exercise their power ideally:

A good group leader needs to be able to create structure, but can also make lots of exceptions when things are going well. (P7)
Sometimes, you also need to just treat people like people, and not do everything exactly according to the rules or the made-up rules that you invented in a few seconds. (P23)

Repression was also felt as a result of the arbitrary use of coercive measures. Participants recalled the use of coercive measures such as restraint, seclusion, strip-searching, and restrictions on calling, visits, and Internet use. Some adolescents described the use of restraint and seclusion in relation to a clear crisis situation. However, a substantial number of adolescents also mentioned seclusion being used when there was no crisis situation or simply for practical considerations. One example of seclusion motivated by a practical consideration was a girl being locked up in her room because the staff members had to take the other adolescents to school.

Most adolescents described being kept to a restricted program for the first days of their stay, during which they were not allowed to see their group members. They were only allowed to leave their room or cell for one hour a day, and in some cases, they were not allowed to go to school. There were no reports of forced medication.

Particularly in the FYC institutions, coercive measures were used as disciplinary sanctions. Although these sanctions are restrictive, adolescents did not seem to experience them as arbitrary. In general, adolescents in FYC talked about disciplinary sanctions as an understandable reaction to negative behavior. For example, one boy explained,

Every week people are sanctioned. That they need to stay disciplined, then they have to stay in their room. 24, 48, 72 hours. . . . Yes, every week there are, on average, 2 to 3 people on sanction. Always the same ones too, almost always. They smuggle hash. Lighters, cigarettes, tobacco. They take that to their room, even though actually you’re not allowed that in your room. (P12)

Adolescents in OYC and SYC also mentioned predetermined punishments:

For example, if you kick your door one time, then you have to go to the isolation cell. (P15)

It was not only punishments that were often predetermined: Many adolescents mentioned that they could earn more freedom and privileges (such as TV) by showing good behavior. However, in some cases, it was ambiguous whether adolescents were punished for bad behavior or whether they were rewarded for good behavior.

During the week, I can go to bed at 10 p.m., and in the weekends at 11 p.m. But if you’re late for breakfast, you don’t get the half hour. (P21)
Aside from the arbitrary use of power, adolescents might also have experienced repression when they felt that staff members simply abused their power. Boys in particular thought that staff members sometimes provoked them and sent them to their room or cell when they reacted to the provocation, as in the following example.

They keep pushing until you say something and then they can lock you up. (P13)

Adolescents mentioned several instances of staff members showing their power, as in the following excerpt from an interview with a boy in SYC.

R: They brought in a raid team when the group was really rowdy. Luckily not me, I’d only been in here a few days, I didn’t have a clue what was happening. All of a sudden, at 1.30 at night, it had been really rowdy at dinner; I’d gone back to my room. Suddenly, at half one at night, I heard this guy say . . . This is colonel whatsisname. And then: hands on your head, feet against the door with your face to the window, light on, and if you don’t cooperate we’ll use force. One guy did something wrong. Not on purpose. He put his foot against the wrong door. You have the cupboard door and then there’s the regular door. He put it against the cupboard door. Cos them all sleeping, so you wake up and you think that your first door is your door. And he was hit a couple of times with the stick. . . . And some guys it was 4 or 5. . . . They used handcuffs to put them down on the floor. . . . Later, they were allowed to come back, after they had completely trashed their room, and all their stuff was put downstairs, in this room. Then they were allowed in their room. But they had absolutely nothing. Only a bed to sleep in. . . . The rest couldn’t sleep either the next day. Because they all thought, yeah: they’re going to come again. And the problem is that the IBT team [internal assistance team] can only come in the JJIs [juvenile detention centers]. And not in here. Unless it’s so rowdy or so bad that there’s a riot in the night. . . . The call was early evening, at the start of the evening the call was made. But that IBT team wasn’t available then, and then they came at 1.30 at night when everything was quiet. . . . Then there was no point anymore, so it’s also unjustified too. Look, if they come straight away, okay. Although, there wasn’t even that much going on.

I: That seems quite scary to me, when you’re asleep.

R: Yeah, it happens. But now you know what will happen if it really gets out of hand. (P21)

Adolescents often felt that having a discussion with staff members was pointless, because they perceived staff members as not being open to
discussion. Especially in FYC, the adolescents mentioned a strong “us versus them” culture, as indicated in the following fragment:

They’re supervisors and they work here; they’re not going to believe me anyway, that’s standard. (P3)

They Decide for Me

A second theme that influenced whether adolescents experienced repression was whether staff made decisions for adolescents, which they were able—and willing—to make for themselves. If staff members did so, their autonomy was restricted without justification. Some girls staying in OYC and SYC reported on the one hand an urge to influence their treatment program and on the other hand that staff granted them the possibility to use this influence. For example,

I can just let them know if I need help from the group leaders. (P18)

On the contrary, one girl (P8) experienced frustration because the staff members decided on her treatment goals, and she did not see why these goals were relevant for her. The boys in the OYC or SYC settings did not mention whether they wanted to learn something or whether they were granted the opportunity to develop themselves. The boys seemed to feel restricted in more practical ways, for example, by set bedtimes or the inability to walk out of the institution when they felt like it. One boy in particular gave a clear example of restricted autonomy:

You can’t just leave when you want to, the fridge is locked, you can’t just make a call when you want to, everything, I mean everything, has to be discussed, even whether you want to go upstairs, or get a cup of water or something. (P28)

Contrary to the adolescents in OYC and SYC, none of the adolescents in FYC mentioned the frustration of not being able to leave the institution when they wanted to. Moreover, the adolescents reported almost no instances of experiencing autonomy. They seemed to have accepted the restrictions on their autonomy as an inevitable aspect of being in FYC. This is captured in the following quotations:

We’re stuck here, so we don’t get to decide. (P13)

In prison, you know you can’t go anywhere, so I didn’t really have a problem with it or anything. (P9)
When autonomy was restricted in an extreme way, characteristics of a Panopticon were recognizable. Indicators of this total control were adolescents mentioning that everything they said or did was reported, or adolescents mentioning that they were being watched constantly. This made one boy (P32) from an FYC institution so suspicious that he even wanted to check that the interview was not being tapped through the telephone in the room.

**It Doesn’t Make Sense**

Closely related to autonomy, which is a necessary precondition for adolescents to develop themselves, was the way in which the institution provided the adolescents with favorable prospects. The elements of their stay (either treatment or punishment) had to make sense to the adolescents for them to be motivated to learn something. Because this meaningfulness was closely related to autonomy, the adolescents in OYC or SYC and in FYC described different processes related to repression for this theme as well. In OYC and SYC, adolescents were looking for meaning during their stay and were frustrated when they could not find it. The meaning was for example easily found when adolescents agreed with their placement in the institution:

I’m in here mostly for my own safety now. . . . Everything that you learn in institutions, you’d better stuff that in your rucksack, rather than chuck it in the rubbish bin. Because you’re going to need all of it. (P18)

Furthermore, some adolescents found meaning in compliments they received from staff members. This is clear in the following quotation from a boy:

That gives me the feeling that I am doing it right if they say that. (P21)

However, many adolescents reported receiving treatment that they (thought they) did not need. In general, adolescents who reported experiencing a lack of meaning wished the treatment to be more oriented toward their individual needs. The following quotation is an example of a mismatch between what the adolescents and staff members wanted:

Here, I am supposed to learn how to get on with people and yeah, I’m not really the kind of person who’s going to behave rudely. (P29)

Consequently, many participants, especially boys, reported just following the requisite steps to finish the program as soon as possible.
That you have to go outside and, for example, post a letter, or go to the station to see what time which train is coming. Just purely those things that you need to do to get the steps. (P6)

This may even result in adolescents faking problems to get out of the institution:

You saw people who got out because it was going worse than before. So, I thought, if I get worse, I’ll get out. I played the pathetic kid, the hyper kid, the quiet kid, the aggressive kid, and the scared kid. I tried everything to make sure that maybe I would get chucked out of here. (P27)

Reports of adolescents doing whatever it takes to get out were very similar to reports of adolescents in FYC following the standard steps in the case of a forced treatment order. Some adolescents even reported receiving no treatment at all, as in the following quotation:

It’s not like the group leaders are really bothered. It’s more like they think: we’ll leave it to the therapists or something. . . . It’s not like a lot is done with you, it’s more that you just do your time. And then you can go. (P26)

In FYC, adolescents mentioned just serving their sentence, and said that if they learned something, it was that they do not want to return there again.

From the interviews, several other factors arose that caused adolescents to experience a lack of meaning during their admission, and thus repression. First, adolescents reported receiving “group treatment,” such as EQUIP and Youturn. None of the adolescents thought it was effective, and they described it as “useless” or “a kindergarten.” Furthermore, the way adolescents often talked about their treatment and prospects indicated that they felt they had little influence in these matters, and that they were highly dependent on staff members or external parties (such as child protection services):

And then they discuss what your treatment is going to be. . . . They give you stupid points to work on. (P8)

Next year I’ll be 18, so yeah, they need to hurry up a bit about what they actually want to do. (P3)

Last, in “normal life,” the meaning was derived from basic aspects of life, such as education, family and friends, leisure time, and freedom. However, many adolescents experienced deprivation in these aspects. They mentioned,
for example, receiving no appropriate education, being bored, missing their family and friends, and feeling locked up.

**Don’t Forget We Are Humans**

Adolescents experienced repression depending not only on how staff acted but also on how the adolescents interacted with individual staff members. Sometimes adolescents felt staff members did not regard them as individuals with human experiences and thoughts, as reflected in the following quotations:

> It is about people here. And some of the rules, I think, are you serious? (P31)

> Sometimes they abuse their position a bit, you know, that they are better than us. Thinking that they can do anything, while they are supposed to treat us like people too. (P23)

Dehumanization of adolescents made it easier for staff members to use coercive measures. The following examples illustrate how dehumanization becomes apparent in the use of coercive measures in noncrisis situations or as group punishment.

> If you refuse to do something, you have to go into “iso” [separation unit]. (P9)

> Then they said, if this doesn’t get cleared up, everyone is going to their room. (P24)

One boy from a SYC institution also mentioned that staff members thought he was depressed because he often remained in his room. However, he reported doing this because he just did not want to be on the living group, as it was too crowded and noisy. In FYC institutions, more than in OYC or SYC, dehumanization seemed to arise from the abovementioned “us versus them” culture. Adolescents thought that staff members would never believe them and would not be responsive to their needs just because they are criminals. The following quotation demonstrates the distance between adolescents and staff:

> They don’t do a thing about your future here; they think, you’re locked up so tough shit, forget it. (P1)

When staff members did not have time for individual adolescents or when they did not listen to or understand what they had to say, adolescents were prone to experiencing more repression. One boy offered a solution for this:
Just have a good conversation, don’t punish with a whole day in your room. (P21)

However, it was only when a sincere understanding of the adolescent’s need was combined with staff behavior that confirmed this understanding that empathy had the power to counter repression. It can be derived from the interviews that adolescents experienced empathy when staff granted them things. For example,

There are always people who give and people who don’t give. (P33)

Adolescents were more likely to accept staff with relevant education and life experience as authority figures. This led adolescents to have more trust in staff members, and consequently, adolescents experienced less repression. Trust was also created when staff members reacted empathetically to adolescents when sharing their emotions or irritations. For example, one boy (P33) explained that he was initially anxious to share his feelings with his coach, but after he experienced that his coach treated this information honorably, he started to trust him. On the contrary, distrust could arise because adolescents were not always sure that staff treated personal information confidentially, as in the following example:

I want to know beforehand what they put into the computer and what I can just tell normally, without immediately telling the whole of [name of institution] and that the staff can read it. (P31)

Especially in FYC, youth were concerned about what staff wrote down in the reports or what was shared with external parties. The interviews also provided examples of adolescents being empathetic toward staff when they acted repressively, as in the following quotation:

People were anxious, treated me with a lot of fear, and . . . because I’ve done certain things. Fought quite a lot with the personnel in various institutions. I arrived here with a special team of five men who brought me to the iso and normally . . . then people see that and they’re scared and cautious and hang back and yeah, that’s tiring and I think, yeah . . . this just sucks. (P2)

Another boy in FYC understood why staff members sometimes acted arbitrarily:

On the treatment side, there are boys that the supervisors take a step back from when they get angry. They try to let them have their way as much as possible,
so that they don’t get into problems with them, you get that sort around here, yeah. (P12)

It Is Just the Way It Is

In all three types of institutions, adolescents gave several examples of staff’s acting that indicated that staff rationalized their repressive behavior. Sometimes this rationalization took the form of euphemistic labeling, such as “intake programs” (i.e., restricted programs during first days following admission), “rest hour” (i.e., all adolescents had to stay in their rooms for an hour during the day), and “end of the day” (i.e., adolescents were punished for behaving badly by having to stay in their rooms for the rest of the day), but sometimes staff seemed to be looking for reasons to explain why they behaved repressively. The following quotations are examples of how staff offered adolescents reasons to explain the repression they used.

    Just punishment. That’s it. But they try to hide it. Treatment, treatment, this, that. Bugger off! This isn’t treatment, this is just punishment. (P33)

    It’s a structure group, so you have a lot of structure. (P25)

Sometimes staff members did not even have clear reasons for their acting, and they might have replied that it is “just the way it is.” An unexpected finding was that, besides staff, adolescents also seemed to rationalize repression, which could take the form of habituation. The following quotations show how adolescents became accustomed to repression:

    Every day an alarm goes off, so you learn how that works. (P4)

    . . . That if you say something and they say something back about your behavior, that you learn to deal with that. Supervision on site is quite normal for an institution like this. And yeah, an alarm situation is part of it to make a kid calm down. (P21)

    In FYC, youth seemed to “accept” repression as part of their punishment, so they rationalized repression more on the basis of the idea that it was their own fault.

    I’m not here for a holiday, but because I did something bad. That’s why I just accept it. (P12)

This relates to the finding that adolescents experienced less repression if they thought that it was compatible with the sort of institution in which they
were staying. The following quotations demonstrate how adolescents rationalized in these cases:

[About the fact that he cannot leave the building] In prison, you know you can’t go anywhere, so I didn’t really have a problem with it or anything. (P9)

Yes, of course, there need to be rules. It’s a prison. You’re not in here because you’ve been kind on the outside. (P10)

In cases where adolescents thought the restrictions were incompatible with the environment, they experienced more frustration. For example, a girl from an OYC institution mentioned that she had to stay inside six hours a day, four times a week for a period of three months. Another adolescent held the view that the rules at each living group should match the goal of that particular living group. He experienced the rules at his living group as particularly severe, while he thought that the rules at another living group were more lenient. His opinion is illustrated in the following quotation:

We are not at the treatment side yet, so that’s unfair. (P23)

To conclude, when adolescents were able to rationalize rules, structure, and deprivation, among other potentially repressive aspects, they seemed to experience less repression.

Discussion

Five processes that are related to adolescent’s perception of repression emerged from this study. Adolescents may perceive their stay to be meaningless, that repression is “just the way it is” (i.e., rationalization), that staff abuse their power, decide for the adolescents (i.e., loss of autonomy), or seem to forget adolescents are human beings (i.e., dehumanization). As such, adolescents may experience a social environment inside the institutions that hinders the three basic needs (i.e., autonomy, relatedness, and competence) for positive development, according to SDT.

As supposed in the scoping review of de Valk et al. (2016), the power imbalance appeared to be one of the main causes of adolescents experiencing repression. Perception of arbitrary or excessive use of power—for example in rules and punishments—caused reactance in adolescents. In addition to the power that is “visible” to adolescents, examples of soft power were given. This became apparent mainly in the treatment goals of behavioral interventions directed toward normalizing behavior. Adolescents felt coerced to achieve these goals, while they were presented as something positive to
encourage behavioral change. Furthermore, youth gave examples of their autonomy being restricted without justification, as they were not always given the freedom to make decisions they were able and willing to make for themselves. Finally, empathy appeared to be a protective factor against repression.

This study offered new insights into repression that were not accounted for in the scoping review (de Valk et al., 2016). There were clear indications of repression—such as the illegitimate use of coercive measures—that were unexpectedly not experienced as such by the adolescents because they became accustomed to repression (habituation), because they empathized with staff, or because they thought the amount of repression was compatible with the environment in which they were staying (rationalization). This may cause youth to accept repression, which may be considered a form of cognitive dissonance reduction (Festinger, 1957).

Another unexpected finding was that adolescents in FYC described the use of coercive measures as “disciplinary punishment,” which is supported by chapter X of the Dutch Juvenile Penitentiary Custodial Act. The director of an FYC institution may impose sanctions—such as solitary confinement, exclusion of activities, and restriction of leave—when a staff member concludes that adolescents are involved in actions that are incompatible with order and safety in the institution or with the execution of the custodial punishment. In Dutch law, no attention is paid to the aspect of learning as part of disciplinary punishments, although “disciplinary” implies an expectation that the adolescents will not act wrongly again. Notably, research has shown that punishments can only be effective if there is trust and a positive working alliance between adolescents and staff, and when it serves educational aims (de Valk et al., 2015).

Last, this study offered deeper insights into how the unlawful or arbitrary restriction of autonomy is related to repression, as the findings showed that restricted autonomy sometimes resulted in lack of meaning during adolescents’ stay in the institutions. This hinders full resocialization, which should be the goal of residential youth care institutions, and the only justification for restricting the adolescent’s freedom (European Convention on Human Rights, 1950, art. 5; United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989, art. 37).

A gender difference was found in the processes relating to autonomy and meaningfulness that caused adolescents to experience repression. While the girls were looking for opportunities to experience progress in their personal development (intrinsic motivation), the boys often mentioned that they were just doing what is expected of them to be “released” (extrinsic motivation). Consequently, girls experienced more repression when they were not granted opportunities to develop themselves, whereas boys experienced more repression when it was not obvious what was necessary for them to complete
treatment. More research is needed on this topic, as gender differences in motivation are important for effective treatment. Unlike these gender differences, no indications of cultural influences were found in experienced repression. This supports the SDT statement that although the needs for autonomy, relatedness, and competence may be valued differently in different societies, the functional role of it is universal (Chirkov, 2007; Ryan & Deci, 2017).

It can be concluded from this study that adolescents accept structure, rules, coercion, and punishments, and that they expect staff to use their power to a certain extent to create order and safety. However, when adolescents think staff’s acting is unfair or excessive, they experience repression. The adolescents indicated a need for humanity in staff’s acting in the interviews. Furthermore, the adolescents gave several examples of the presence of soft power in the institutions, which created a pseudo-autonomous space. Because adolescents rationalize a substantial number of staff’s acting, they may not always experience repression. This might be seen as a form of cognitive dissonance reduction to cope with repression, but adolescents might still be harmed by repression, as their needs for competence, relatedness, and autonomy remain unmet.

**Implications**

This study emphasizes once again the difficulty of finding a balance between asserting power to offer a safe and structured environment and promoting self-determination of youth to stimulate rehabilitation and positive transition into adulthood in the three types of residential institutions (van der Helm, Boekee, Stams, & van der Laan, 2006). To promote self-determination in youth in residential institutions, interventions to stimulate a rehabilitative group climate with respect to the adolescents’ autonomy are being developed. One such intervention is shared decision-making (SDM), in which professionals and clients make decisions together (i.e., relatedness) using the best available evidence (Elwyn et al., 2012). It is supposed that SDM has benefits for clients, because care is only effective when it matches individual situations and preferences (i.e., autonomy; Sheldon & Elliot, 1999) and when a therapist creates conditions for an empowering mind-set, trust, belief in the effectiveness of treatment, and personal power to bring about change (i.e., competence; King, Currie, & Petersen, 2014; Lipsey, 2009). SDM could also be used to increase youth’s participation at the living group, for instance, by making shared decisions on rules and structure.

When the main cause of repression is the conscious or unconscious misuse of power by staff members or the rationalization of this misuse, coaching staff members on the job could be considered. Senior team members or team leaders
may coach the team, but when repression is institutionalized, an external coach might be more effective (de Valk et al., 2016). Coaching should be directed toward using alternatives to repression, such as SDM (Elwyn et al., 2012), de-escalation programs (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence [NICE], 2005), or Non-Violent Resistance (Omer, 2004).

The findings of this study offer an additional source of information that can be used to identify and become aware of repression in residential institutions, which might be used to improve existing instruments that assess group climate or to develop new instruments to assess repression in residential youth care (Tonkin, 2015).

For Dutch FYC institutions in particular, making an addition to the Dutch juvenile penitentiary custodial act should be considered. As described before, this act supports the use of coercive measures, such as disciplinary punishments. However, treatment could have more effective results when not only the placement itself but also the disciplinary punishments are directed toward positive development and rehabilitation.

**Limitations**

In qualitative research, the researcher is a central figure who influences, if not actively constructs, the collection, selection, and interpretation of data (Finlay, 2002). Reflexivity and a critical attitude were promoted through critical conversations between the authors of this study, thus reducing the risk of biased interpretations.

Because secondary data were used, the researchers selected the interviews that offered the most relevant and rich information. This may have resulted in an overrepresentation of participants with higher cognitive capacities. Consequently, the finding that adolescents were able to empathize with staff members may not generalize to adolescents with lower cognitive capacities, who are less able to adopt another person’s perspective (Ibanez et al., 2013).

Although the selection of interviews continued until saturation was reached, extreme examples, such as sexual and physical abuse by staff, have not been found in the current sample. To trace these examples, extreme case sampling would have been suitable, using multiple sources of information (official registration of incidents and interviews with both adolescents and staff) and a sampling method that allows for conclusions to be drawn about the incidence and prevalence of extreme incidents that violate judicial and ethical norms. However, the current study focused on the perception of less visible forms of repression, which nevertheless may have negative effects on the rehabilitative efforts of residential youth care institutions (de Valk et al., 2016).
Despite the limitations of the study, the insights offer a new source of information that can be used to identify and become aware of perceived repression in residential institutions. Further research is necessary to investigate the effectiveness of the measures that have been suggested to prevent repression. Stimulating adolescents’ autonomy and ensuring that treatment is meaningful to them seem to be important factors in diminishing repression. Furthermore, future research should also focus on the staff’s experiences to gain a better understanding of the transactional processes underlying repression.
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